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reference book and it will be an indispensable and practical addition to every music library, full of irresistible and intriguing information.

**Beattles of Stones**

The Rolling Stones’ Beggars Banquet is one of the seminal albums in rock history. Arguably it not only marks the advent of the ‘mature’ sound of the Rolling Stones but lays out a new blueprint for an approach to blues-based rock music that would endure for several decades. From its title to the dark themes that pervade some of its songs, Beggars Banquet reflected and helped define a moment marked by violence, decay, and upheaval. It marked a move away from the artistic sonic flourishes of psychedelic rock towards an embrace of foundational streams of American music – blues, country – that had always been at the heart of the music of the Stones but assumed new primacy in their music after 1968. This move coincided with, and anticipated, the ‘roots’ moves that many leading pop and rock artists made as the 1960s turned toward a “new decade” but unlike many of their peers whose music grew more ‘soft’ and ‘subtle’ as they embraced traditional styles, the music and attitude of the Stones only grew harder and more menacing, and their status as representatives of the dark underside of the 60s rock culture assumed new solidity. For the Rolling Stones, the 1960s ended and the 1970s began with the release of this album in 1968.

**Making Peace with the 60s**

A gritty, one-of-a-kind backstage account of the world’s greatest touring band, from the opinionated music journalist who was along for the ride as a young reporter for Rolling Stone in the 1990s ON THE TOP FIVE ROCK BIOGRAPHIES OF THE YEAR—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR—KIRKUS REVIEWS A book inspired by a lifetime of appreciating the music that borders on obsession, Rich Cohen’s fresh and galvanizing narrative history of the Rolling Stones begins with the fallible creation of Mick Jagger and Keith Richards on a train platform in 1961—and goes on to decades, with a focus on the golden run—from the albums Beggars Banquet (1968) to Exile on Main Street (1972)—when the Stones were at the height of their powers. Cohen is equally as good on the low points as the highs, and he puts his finger on the moments that not only defined the Stones but also defined us. Cohen takes the listener inside the creative process of the band’s rise to power and explores the highs and lows of the Stones’ career. In the end, though, the story is the music—which will define, once and forever, why the Stones will always matter. Praise for The Sun & The Moon & The Rolling Stones “... Fascinating... The book is meticulously researched, Cohen’s observations are spot on, his interviews with vonnegut are worth the price of admission alone...” –Kirkus Review “...Cohen can catch the way a record can seem to remain the world [and] how songs make a world you can’t escape.” –Pitchfork “...No one can tell this story better than Cohen. The Rolling Stones are Cohen’s heroes. No one has ever written about them or about Cohen more precisely. Cohen is a magician and a poet.” –The New York Observer His books have been written about this particular band and [Cohen] will rank among the very best of the bunch. —Chicago Tribune “Cohen, who has shown time and time again he can take any history lesson and make it personal and interesting... somehow tells the [Stones'] story in a whole different way. This might be the best music book of 2016.” —Men’s Journal “Cohen’s] account of the band’s rise from ‘foolish’ kids to ‘old, clean, prosperous’ stars, is like the Stones, irresistible...” —People “You will, as with the best music bios, want to follow along on vinyl.” —The Washington Post “A fresh take on dusty topics like Altamont and the Stones’ relationship with the Beatles... Cohen takes his place alongside to Neil & Erica, the French mansion where the Stones made Exile on Main Street, and recounts fascinating moments from his time at the helm.” —Rolling Stone “On the short list of worthwhile books about the Stones... The book is stuffed with insights.” —San Francisco Chronicle

**Blown Away**

Examines the mysterious death of Rolling Stones band member Brian Jones, the harsh reality of the myths surrounding the band’s success, and how one’s death marked the end of the idealism of the 1960s

**New York Magazine**

A rogue wind blows hang glider Kara Abbott off course and snags her on a branch jutting from a canyon wall. The wind buffets her. She fears the branch won’t hold. Then, from the cliff above, comes help. Being rescued by gorgeous K-9 Officer Cole Winslow is a fantasy come true for single mom Kara Abbott—especially when Cole continues to be there for her and her eight-year-old son. Yet Kara senses she wants more from Cole than he’s willing to give. And Cole is holding back—but not for the reasons she thinks. Now it’s Kara’s turn to be there for Cole, and rescue him from the grip of his past.

**The History of Broadcasting in the United Kingdom Volume V: Competition**

This History of the Who highlights the band’s career and cultural impact. Readers learn about the Who’s beginnings in Britain, their embodiment of youth subcultures, and the legacy of iconic albums. Engaging text, historic photographs, and sidebars bring the story of the Who to life. Features include a timeline, glossary, websites, source notes, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.

**The History of the Rolling Stones and Popular Culture**

Three dramatic and emblematic stories intertwine in Sway—the early days of the Rolling Stones; the life of avant-garde filmmaker Ken Anger; and the community of Charles Manson and his followers. Together they illuminate a decade’s rise and fall: its gods and devils; and a particular hour in American history when many young revelers seeking joy, fellowship and liberation fell under a darker spell, leading to unprovoked and inexplicable violence.

**Orange Coast Magazine**

The contributors approach the Rolling Stones from a range of social science perspectives including cultural studies, communication and film studies, gender studies, and the sociology of popular music.

**De zon en de maan en de Rolling Stones**

This is an examination of the crucial formative period of Chinese attitudes toward nuclear weapons, the immediate post-Hiroshima/Nagasaki period and the Korean War. It also provides an account of US actions and attitudes during this period and China's response.

**Rolling Stones: Off The Record**

What is a songwriter? What is a prophet? Someone with a strange, unexplainable demand. Someone who’s words can change your life’s meaning and take you somewhere you’ve never been. Creator and leader of the Rolling Stones, the world-renowned music icon, and a father of a young family, Sir Mick Jagger has been a rock star for more than four decades. His songs have been on the lips of every young person in the world, his music a symbol of freedom, love, and divorce for many a generation. What does it take to be the frontman of the most powerful band in the world? This is an examination of the crucial formative period of Chinese attitudes toward nuclear weapons, the immediate post-Hiroshima/Nagasaki period and the Korean War. It also provides an account of US actions and attitudes during this period and China’s response.

**Baby You’re a Rich Man**

A biography and cultural examination of the Rolling Stones’ frontman Mick Jagger’s spectacular life and the cultural revolution he led. As the Rolling Stones’ legendary front man Mick Jagger remains an enigma. He hasn’t given an in-depth interview for a decade and a half and never commented on his friend and partner, Keith Richards’s often critical biography. Drawing on firsthand recollections from rockers, filmmakers, writers, and radicals, and other artists who have been transformed by Mick Jagger’s work, acclaimed music journalist Marc Spitz has created a unique examination of the Jagger legacy, debunking long held myths and restoring his status as a complicated artist. Combining biography with cultural history, Jagger offers a far richer portrait than biographies published...
Popular Music

**Drugs as Weapons Against Us**

A collection of original, off-the-cuff remarks by and about The Rolling Stones, unearthed and reassembled into a vivid verbal documentary. Containing outrageous opinions, unrehearsed interviews and impromptu but headline-grabbing quotes. A candid and insightful history and an authentic taste of the group in their heyday and the cultural landscape they helped define.

**The Sun & The Moon & The Rolling Stones**

Margaret Thatcher, Rupert Murdoch, Prince Charles, Mick Jagger - four figures who have illuminated our age. Margaret Thatcher -- the first female Prime Minister, who dedicated herself messiarcic zeal to breaking the mould of post-war British politics Rupert Murdoch -- the billionaire media mogul whose empire, built on an ethical void, has polluted the channels of communication from London to Sydney, from New York to New Guinea Prince Charles -- the royal dystarla whose erratic exploits shook the throne and put his own succession to it at risk Mick Jagger -- lead singer of the Rolling Stones, who embodied the sixties counter-culture of sex and drugs and rock 'n' roll yet aspired to be a gentleman and accepted a knighthood at the behest of Tony Blair. A sequel to Brendan's bestselling Eminet Edwards. Eminet Edidatio is written in the same witty, ironic and ironic style and reveals how each one played out a major theme in the new Elizabethan medley. Each is vividly and vividly depicted through pungent anecdote, piquant quotation and meridiant commentary. In short, these brilliant miniatures are as entertaining as they are illuminating.

**Rolling Stones: I Was There**

Now available in five volumes, Asa Briggs’ History of British Broadcasting in the UK provides an exhaustive chronicle of the BBC’s activities, achievements, and personnel - from the early days of wireless broadcasting and the Corporation’s foundation; through its establishment as a part of home life and role in the Second World War; to its present-day role in a multi-media world. The series’ volumes are chapters on the reporting of the Suez Crisis, the Pilkington Committee, the government of Hugh Greene (the man Mary Whitehouse said was ‘responsible for the collapse which characterized the sixties and seventies’), Radio Piracy, the introduction of new technologies, and the BBC Jubilee.

**Beatles Vs. Stones**

Popular music studies is a rapidly expanding field with changing emphasis and agendas. This is a multi-volume resource for this area of study.

**The Encyclopedia of Popular Music**

Drugs as Weapons Against Us meticulously details how a group of opium-trafficking families came to form an American oligarchy and eventually achieved global dominance. This oligarchy helped fund the Nazi regime and then saved thousands of Nazis to work with the Central Intelligence Agency. CIA operations such as MK-Ultra pushed LSD and other drugs on leftist leaders and left-leaning populations at home and abroad. Evidence suggests that this oligarchy furthered the United States into its longest-running wars in the ideal areas for opium crops, while also massively funding wars in areas of coca plant abundance for cocaine production under the guise of a “war on drugs.” That is actually the use of drugs as a war on us. Drugs as Weapons Against Us tells how scores of undercover U.S. intelligence agents used drugs in the targeting of leftist leaders from SDS to the Black Panthers, Young Lords, Latin Kings, and the Occupy Movement. It also tells how they particularly targeted leftist musicians, including John Lennon, Jimi Hendrix, Kurt Cobain, and Tupac Shakur to promote drugs while targeting them when they started sobering up and taking on more leftist activism. The book further uncovers the evidence that intelligence agents dosed Paul Robeson with LSD, gave Mick Jagger his first hit of acid, hooked Jimi Hendrix on amphetamines, as well as manipulating Elvis Presley, Elton John, the Wu Tang Clan, and others.

**The Who**

As you Go By is a richly detailed portrait of Marianne Faithfull, the woman who has lived an incredible life, one that far transcends her best known role as a member of the chief rolling stone.

**Pearl Jam & Eddie Vedder**

Take a Walk on the Dark Side is the ultimate book for today’s rock and roll fan. A fascinating compendium of facts, fiction, prophecies, premonitions, coincidences, haoves, doomsday scenarios, and other urban legends about some of the world’s most beloved and mysterious pop icons. Updating, revising, and expanding on material from his cult classic Hellhounds on Their Trail, Patterson offers us a delectable feast of strange and occasionally frightening coincidences and rock tales, featuring the ironies associated with the tragic deaths of many rock icons, unsolved murders, and other tales from the “feli clutch of circumstance.” Beginning with the fateful place where it all started – a deserted country crossroads just outside Clarksville, Mississippi, where Robert Johnson made his deal with the devil – through the Buddy Holly curse (rock and roll’s first great tragedy) and beyond, this incredible volume uncovers some of rock and roll’s most celebrated murders, twists of fate, and decades-long streaks of bad luck that defy rational explanation. Inside you’ll find: Facts about Jimi Page and the Zeppelin Curse. Chilling quirks of fate in the fatalities in the Allman Brothers Band and Lynyrd Skynyrd. A provocative look at “The Club,” membership in which requires an untimely death at age twenty-seven and whose inductees include Kurt Cobain, Jimi Hendrix, and Jimi Hendrix (an appaling of cryptic messages in song lyrics that have proved eerily prophetic Carefully researched, vividly enjoyable, and often harrowing, Take a Walk on the Dark Side takes the reader on a mysterious ride through rock and roll history.

**Focus On: 100 Most Popular Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award Winners**

Rich Cohen is a renowned journalist and author, known for his insightful and thought-provoking books on popular culture and music. In this book, he profiles the 100 most popular Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award winners, providing readers with a glimpse into the lives and careers of these iconic musicians.

**Encyclopedia of Music in the 20th Century**

This text presents a comprehensive and up-to-date reference work on music from the early 20th century to the present day.

**Beaugs Banquet and the Rolling Stones’ Rock and Roll Revolution**


**What Would Keith Richards Do?**


**Music in the 20th Century (3 Vol Set)**

This book examines the music of the 20th century, covering its major styles, movements, and figures, and includes an encyclopedic survey of the music world from 1900 to 2000. It explores the development of popular music, jazz, classical music, and world music, and features in-depth discussions of key composers and performers. The book also includes a detailed chronology of major musical events and a comprehensive glossary of musical terms. It is an essential resource for anyone interested in the history of music in the 20th century.
**The Rolling Stones**

Shares insights into the iconic rock-and-roll performer's life, from his substance abuse challenges and his bisexual history to his connections to the British royal family and the secret attempt on his life.

**The Popular Music Teaching Handbook**

Four peep pills, a Sunday tabloid, two celebrated rock stars and a court case. *Butterfly on a Wheel: The Rolling Stones Great Drugs Bust* documents how these ingredients came to form a huge slice of British social history: a watershed where attitudes to drugs prompted a seismic change in popular culture.

When Keith Richards threw a drug-fuelled party at his West Sussex house in early 1967, it was never going to be an uneventful affair. The police broke in, dragged Keith Richards and Mick Jagger away in handcuffs, and a media frenzy erupted which pitted the hedonistic counterculture against the British Establishment. Using previously unpublished police and court documents, best-selling author Simon Wells reveals what really happened on the night of the raid and the extraordinary conspiracy mounted to end the careers of Jagger and Richards, with The Beatles soon to follow. Using fresh interviews with lawyers, police and eye witnesses to the notorious party, Wells reveals the truth about the celebrity pushers, London gangsters, bent cops, corrupt newspapers and dodgy politicians. *This Omnibus enhanced edition includes an online media collection of television news footage, newspaper reports, interviews with Jagger, Richards and McCartney, as well as an interview with the author.*

**Sway**

The Beatles, the most popular, influential, and important band of all time, have been the subject of countless books of biography, photography, analysis, history, and conjecture. But this long and winding road has produced nothing like *Baby You're a Rich Man*, the first book devoted to the cascade of legal actions engulfing the band, from the earliest days of the loveable mop-heads to their present prickly twilight of cultural sainthood. *Part Beatles history, part legal thriller, Baby You're a Rich Man* begins in the era when manager Brian Epstein opened the Pandora's box of rock 'n' roll merchandising, making a hash of the band's licensing and inviting multiple lawsuits in the United States and the United Kingdom. The band's long breakup period, from 1969 to 1971, provides a backdrop to the Machiavellian grasping of new manager Allen Klein, who unleashed a blizzard of suits and legal motions to take control of the band, their music, and Apple Records. Unsavory mob associate Morris Levy first sued John Lennon for copyright infringement over "Come Together," then sued him again for not making a record for him. Phil Spector, hired to record a Lennon solo album, walked off with the master tapes and held them for a king's ransom. And from 1972 to 1975, Lennon was the target of a deportation campaign personally spearheaded by key associates of President Nixon (caught on tape with a drug-addled Elvis Presley) that wound endlessly through the courts. In *Baby You're a Rich Man*, Stan Soocher sees the Beatles' ongoing legal troubles to some of their most enduring songs. What emerges is a stirring portrait of immense creative talent thriving under the pressures of ill will, harassment, and greed. Praise for *They Fought the Law: Rock Music Goes to Court* "Stan Soocher not only ably translates the legalese but makes both the plaintiffs and defendants engrossingly human. Mandatory reading for every artist who tends to skip his contract's fine print." - *Entertainment Weekly*

**Rock Obituaries - Knocking On Heaven's Door**

Lists reports dealing with popular music resources as classroom teaching materials, and will stimulate further thought among students and teachers.

**The Beatles**

Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest continuously published lifestyle magazine in the region, bringing together Orange County's most affluent coastal communities through smart, fun, and timely editorial content, as well as compelling photographs and design. Each issue features an award-winning blend of celebrity and newsmaker profiles, service journalism, and authoritative articles on dining, fashion, home design, and travel. As Orange County's only paid subscription lifestyle magazine with circulation figures guaranteed by the Audit Bureau of Circulation, Orange Coast is the definitive guidebook into the county's luxe lifestyle.
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